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Sector Showcases UAS
Capabilities at Berlin Air Show

PRODUCTS AND
PROGRAM NEWS

Aerospace Systems successfully highlighted its industry-leading
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities with the EURO
HAWK® and NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance (AGS) unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS) during the 2012 ILA Berlin Air Show this past summer on
the new exhibition grounds at the Berlin ExpoCenter Airport. Both systems
are international derivatives of the RQ-4 Global Hawk high-altitude, longendurance UAS. The company’s German subsidiary, Northrop Grumman
LITEF, also was represented at the air show and displayed its aircraft
navigation and stabilization sensor technology. A full-scale model,
configured in EURO HAWK® and NATO AGS livery on alternate days, was on
display in
front of the company’s pavilion, attracting thousands of
aircraft enthusiasts, as well as numerous dignitaries and
special guests. NATO AGS Vice President Dan Chang (pictured)
hosted a special reception in the pavilion to celebrate the NATO
AGS procurement contract signed by Northrop Grumman and NATO
during the 2012 NATO Summit in Chicago. More than 1,200 exhibitors from
46 countries attended the air show, which attracted approximately 230,000
trade and public visitors.
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Sector-built Global Hawks
Support Hurricane Missions
Photo by Randy Crawford

Carissa Kwan
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eployed to the U.S. East Coast in
September, Aerospace Systems-built
unmanned NASA Global Hawks are
able to better support environmental
scientists during Hurricane and Severe Storm
Sentinel (HS3) missions. The HS3 missions aim
to study the processes of hurricane formation
and intensity change in the Atlantic Ocean.
This year’s HS3 missions mark the first time
the unmanned aircraft were employed from
NASA Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia — not
from their regular base of operations at the
Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif. Additionally, this is the first
time pilots have controlled the aircraft from
two locations: ground stations at both NASA
Dryden and NASA Wallops.
Aerospace Systems is contributing
pilots, mission planners, maintenance and
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Kent Fuller, the Aerospace Systems pilot
lead to the NASA-Northrop Grumman Global
Hawk team, has flown with the team for three
years and participated in all of the science
campaigns. Here, he sits in the Global Hawk
remote cockpit in a trailer on a runway at
Wallops Island, Va.
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engineering support at Wallops Island and
NASA Dryden for these science missions.
Kent Fuller, the Aerospace Systems pilot
lead to the NASA-Northrop Grumman Global
Hawk team, has flown with the team for three
years and participated in all of the science
campaigns. “This year, being able to fly the
Global Hawk from the East Coast rather
than from the West Coast allows us greater
flexibility,” Fuller said. “Being closer to the
storms and areas of interest means more
loiter time over the storms, which is a real
plus for the scientists.”
Fuller enjoys the demanding aspects of
his job. “My favorite part of my job is the
challenge of taking an airplane that was
designed for one mission — meaning it flies
a specific set of sensors along a preplanned
path — and operating it in an ever-changing
flight research environment,” he said.
NASA Wallops was selected as a
deployment site because the area of scientific
interest is the Atlantic Ocean, particularly the
eastern Atlantic where hurricanes begin to
form. Although Global Hawks have flown over
hurricanes in the Atlantic from NASA Dryden
in California, flights from Wallops will travel
farther out over water and collect data for
a longer period. The long-range, endurance
and high-altitude capability of these aircraft
provide access to storms forming off the
coast of Africa, and the aircraft can track
storms far into the Caribbean.
In 2010, NASA Global Hawk completed the
first science research campaign called GloPac,
studying the atmosphere over the Pacific
and Arctic. Later that year, the aircraft was
used in the Genesis and Rapid Intensification
Processes hurricane surveillance missions
that provided extended monitoring of
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Jack Northrop’s First Success:
The Vega
Alan Radecki
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Now deployed to the U.S. East Coast, the
Aerospace Systems-built unmanned NASA Global
Hawk is able to better support environmental
scientists during Hurricane and Severe Storm
Sentinel missions. NASA Global Hawk AV-6
collected data over Hurricane Leslie on Sept. 6-7
and Hurricane Nadine on Sept. 11-12.

changes in hurricane intensity during five
different storms in the southern Caribbean
and western Atlantic.
In spring 2011, NASA flew winter storm
missions over the Pacific and Arctic,
observing — among other weather
phenomena — an “atmospheric river,” which
sometimes causes flooding on the West
Coast. Last fall, Airborne Tropical Tropopause
Experiment flights over the Pacific studied
the composition of the tropopause by
climbing and descending between 65,000
feet and 45,000 feet.
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Vega

n 1926, aviation pioneer and engineer
Allan Loughead (later changed to the
phonetic pronunciation “Lockheed”) asked
his old friend Jack Northrop to design
a small airliner. Loughead had operated
a sightseeing airline on Catalina Island —
located just off the Southern California coast
— and felt the time was right to come up
with a new aircraft design. Northrop started
drawing up the design in his living room, and
soon he and Loughead formed the Lockheed
Aircraft Corp. in order to build their new

plane, the “Vega”; Loughead managed the
business, while Northrop served as chief
engineer.
In an era when most airplanes relied on an
internal structure and external braces to carry
loads and the skin was a mere fabric covering,
Northrop and Gerard Vultee, a structural
aeronautical engineer, used a radical process
of pressure-molding the plane’s skin from
plywood (not unlike today’s composite
techniques) and using it in a monocoque
design, where the skin itself carried the loads.

Contact author Carissa Kwan at
Carissa.Kwan@ngc.com
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From l-r: John Frost, Gerard Vultee, Jack Northrop, Allan Loughead and unknown (but probably
Malcolm Loughead) stand in front of the Northrop-designed Vega, the Golden Eagle.

Two large concrete molds were used to form
the fuselage in two halves, which then were
joined together. The Vega’s cantilever wings
also were fabricated from plywood.
The Vega first flew on July 4, 1927, and
instantly was a success. George Hearst
purchased it for entry into the upcoming
Dole Derby. The prize: $25,000 to the first
person who flew from the United States to
Hawaii — Hawaii didn’t join the union until
August 1959. Hearst named the plane Golden
Eagle and hired John “Jack” Frost to fly it,
along with navigator Gordon Scott. Of the
eight entrants, several turned back or crashed
right after takeoff. Frost and the Golden Eagle
left Oakland on Aug. 16, 1927, bound for
Honolulu, and were never seen again. One of
the planes that had turned back later tried to
find the Vega, but it too disappeared without
a trace.
Despite the tragic loss of the first Vega and
its crew, the design was wildly successful, and
the list of aviators who set numerous records
in Vega aircraft reads like a who’s-who of the
Golden Age of aviation, including Amelia
Earhart, Jimmy Doolittle, Art Goebel, Frank
Hawks, Wiley Post and Roscoe Turner.
Contact author Warren Comer at
Warren.Comer@ngc.com
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